


INNOVATIVE SWEDEN
CO- CREATING THE FUTURE



It’s time for a change
Innovation has never been more crucial
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A holistic approach to innovation is required

Sustainable
development

System 
innovation

Collaboration
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Sweden - A country of transformation
Transformed from being a poor, agricultural nation to an industrial 
society to one of the world’s most digitised countries
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A top nation for innovation

#1 #3 #1

Ranked as one of the world’s leading innovative nations for years

European
Innovation Scoreboard

Global
Innovation Index

SDG
Index
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A world-class start-up scene

#2 #2 #2

Unicorns
produced per capita

SparkLabs
Global Ventures

EDCi – European
Digital City Index 2016
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BEHIND THE SCENES
Where great ideas grow
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Unlocking the potential of everyone
• Highest female employment rates in Europe
• A welfare system creating a safety net
• Extensive vacation and parental leave



A strong belief in the power of creativity

• Swedish management encouraging creativity and critical thinking
• Non-hierarchical organisations
• Decisions through consensus



We welcome new technology

A world-class
infrastructure

Openness and 
progressiveness

Innovation and tech
friendly society
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Extensive investment in R&D

R&D spending of GDP Sweden’s distribution of R&D spending

                           

                                              

   

   

  
  



Academic excellence
The Nobel prize is a testament to Sweden’s long standing commitment 
to excellence in research

The world’s top 100 universities The world’s population
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Innovation-driven business sector
With a small domestic market, many Swedish companies think global 
from the beginning



Innovative public sector
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Forget extensive income tax return on paper. In Sweden you can
approve a pre printed version of your taxes online or via a text 
from your phone



Quadruple helix system

INDUSTRY

ACADEMIA GOVERNMENT

CIVIL
SOCIETY



MOVING INTO THE FUTURE
Strategic areas in focus



Nation wide and focused commitments

Smart cities Next generation
travel and transport

Circular and
biobased economy

Life science Connected industry
and new materials
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Smart cities: world-class recycling
•More than half of humanity lives in cities. Clearly, solutions are needed 

for a smarter and more sustainable urban living. 

• In parts of Stockholm the citizens sort their waste in colored bags and 
throw them in vacuum collection stations that collect the bags 
underground. From there, depending on what kind of garbage it is, the 
bags are recycled. Less than 1% of Swedish household waste, goes to 
landfill. 
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Sustainable mobility: automated vehicles

• Domestic transport accounts for about one third of Sweden’s 
greenhouse gas emissions.

• Volvo Trucks’ electric, connected and autonomous vehicle Vera will 
form part of an integrated solution to transport goods from a logistics 
centre to a port terminal in Gothenburg, Sweden.
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Circular economy: 100% recyclable bottles

• Circular economy is about reusing, repairing, recycling, upgrading, 
renting and sharing. 

• BillerudKorsnäs is creating the world’s first 100 percent recyclable and 
biodegradable paper bottle for carbonated beverages.
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Life science: combatting antibiotic resistance

• Sweden has a long focus on frontline medical research and innovation, 
while simultaneously giving all citizens affordable access to high-
quality healthcare.

• A different aspect of preventive care is how to face the threat of 
antibiotic resistance. 
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Connected industry: additive manufacturing

• The industrial sector is undergoing a structural transformation that is 
driven by globalisation, digitalisation and the transition to a green, 
resource-efficient economy.

• 3D printing is an additive manufacturing process that creates physical 
objects from a digital three-dimensional design.



Change, act, co-create!
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